
CS COAL STRIPPING 
Rockland CS buckets are designed for one application - 
digging coal!  This bucket cuts close and loads clean.  
Its high profile and wide stance increase excavator coal 
pit productivity. Don’t consider putting a machine in 
the pit without a Rockland CS Coal Stripping bucket.  
Shown with teeth and standard welded sidecutters.

DC DITCH CLEANING 
Rockland DC buckets are wide and shallow to remove 
ditch sediment quickly and efficiently.  Instead of 
cleaning ditches with a standard bucket, increase 
productivity by installing a Rockland DC bucket.  DC 
buckets include drain holes and bolt-on edges of your 
choice.

PR PAVEMENT REMOVAL 
Pavement removal demands a special bucket.  
Rockland PR Pavement Removal buckets are designed 
to get under pavement easily, maximizing the hydraulic 
forces available on today’s modern excavators.  The 
unique, C-type profile speeds the removal of broken 
concrete and pavement slabs.

Special Application  
Excavator Buckets 

COAL STRIPPING  •  DITCH CLEANING  •  PAVEMENT REMOVAL
TRAPEZOID  •  V-BOTTOM/FROST  •  ROCK RIPPINGROCKLAND



VB V-BOTTOM/FROST
The Rockland V-Bottom/Frost bucket is the perfect 
bucket for utility excavation in tightly-packed, frozen 
or rocky soils.  Constructed of AR400 light-weight, 
high-strength, abrasion resistant alloy steel.  This 
bucket’s special teeth and adapters enhance digging 
performance, making it the ideal bucket for frozen 
earth, caliche, limestone or other fracturable shale-
like rock.

TZ TRAPEZOID
TZ Trapezoid buckets are a must for ditching 
contractors.  They shape the ditch every pass and 
eliminate wasted digging cycles.  Rockland TZ buckets 
are available in virtually any width and slope angle 
required.  

RR ROCK RIPPING
Rock-Ripping buckets are designed for just that - 
ripping rock.  With its modified spade-nose lip and 
three staggered teeth, this bucket achieves maximum 
penetration on every cut.  The welded ripper shanks 
optimize ripping action as the machine applies full 
break-out to every shank.  Includes built-in AR400 
sidecutters and a full body wear plate.

TAILOR YOUR BUCKET TO YOUR APPLICATION!

Rockland Excavator Buckets are 
guaranteed against failure due 
to defective design, materials 
or workmanship for a period of 
two years or 4000 hours.
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